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Funambol Mobile Open SourcePackt Publishing, 2009

	The book is composed of two parts. The first part will take you through the steps required to fully understand and deploy Funambol to provide PIM synchronization and push email solution to your mobile users. This is done step-by-step, starting from a simple personal usage scenario to a more complex environment that must serve thousands of...
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Dynamic SQL: Applications, Performance, and Security in Microsoft SQL ServerApress, 2018

	
		Take a deep dive into the many uses of dynamic SQL in Microsoft SQL Server. This edition has been updated to use the newest features in SQL Server 2016 and SQL Server 2017 as well as incorporating the changing landscape of analytics and database administration. Code examples have been updated with new system objects and functions to...
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Website Design and Development: 100 Questions to Ask Before Building a WebsiteJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A helpful book-and-video package for building and maintaining a successful Web site


	How do you know that you've done everything possible to create a unique, enriching, and successful Web site, particularly when you're hiring others to do it? With Website Design and Development, you'll feel confident that...
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The Marine Corps Way: Using Maneuver Warfare to Lead a Winning OrganizationMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Perhaps the preeminent conventional fighting force in the world, the United States Marine Corps owes much of its modern-day success to the adoption of a combat philosophy known as maneuver warfare. Maneuver warfare uses speed, surprise, and concentrated force to exploit an opponent’s weakness and enables the Marines to achieve maximum...
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Corona SDK Application DesignPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you have ambitions to build apps that work on both iOS and Android, then this guide to Corona SDK will help you realize them quickly and painlessly. From developing to marketing - it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Build apps that can be used on multiple platforms
	
		Test your apps and publish...
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Learning Mambo: A Step-by-Step Tutorial to Building Your WebsitePackt Publishing, 2006
A well-structured and example-rich tutorial to creating websites using Mambo that is perfect for new Mambo users needing a clear a reassuring guide to this simple and yet powerful PHP and MySQL-based Open Source website content management system.  Mambo is a mature and fully featured open-source Content Management System (CMS). Mambo is easy to use...
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Perfect Phrases in German for Confident Travel: The No Faux-Pas Phrasebook for the Perfect TripMcGraw-Hill, 2009
More than your average phrasebook, this portable title shows you how to be a well-mannered visitor and speak the local language in the correct context

Any phrasebook can give you a line listing of essential phrases. But if you use a phrase or term without knowing the correct way to use it, you can find yourself in an...
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MODx Web Development - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2011

	MODx is a content management system and PHP web application framework rolled into one. With the ease of a CMS and the extensibility of a framework, MODx allows you to develop professional-looking, intricate websites via its easy-to-use interface and flexible architecture. MODx provides reusable code called snippets, most of which are so...
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Mastering Wireless Penetration Testing for Highly-Secured EnvironmentsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Scan, exploit, and crack wireless networks by using the most advanced techniques from security professionals


	About This Book

	
		Conduct a full wireless penetration test and implement defensive techniques that can be used to protect wireless systems
	
		Crack WEP, WPA, and even WPA2 wireless...
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Clinical Cases in Psychiatry: Integrating Translational Neuroscience ApproachesSpringer, 2018

	
		This case series book offers a practical and accessible approach to psychiatry, addressing major clinical problems ranging from psychosis to aging effects, each of which is tackled as it arises in everyday settings. With its emphasis on everyday practice strongly linked to underlying theory, the book combines clinical knowledge with...
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Syngress IT Security Project Management HandbookSyngress Publishing, 2006
Let’s start by stating two assumptions we’re making in this book. First, we’re assuming you have a solid understanding of IT project management. If not, we have provided you with a free download of the book How to Cheat at IT Project Management (visit www.syngress.com/solutions to register this book and download the PDF) so you...
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Snow Leopard EditionO'Reilly, 2009
What’s going on with the Mac these days?

Apple was the only computer company whose sales actually increased during the recession. The Mac’s market share has tripled since 2005. And Mac how-to book sales are up about 35 percent over two years ago (woo-hoo!).

And then there’s the most significant statistic of...
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